NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 9 2011

Quick Answers

1. record
2. several
3. customers
4. opinion
5. temporary
6. circulated
7. angrily
8. approached
9. career
10. guidance
11. democracy
12. foreign
13. bulletin
14. innocence
15. exaggerated
16. moisture
17. forecast
18. typically
19. allocated
20. noisiest
21. medicinal
22. Apprentices
23. profitable
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24. benefit
25. magazine
26. laboratory
27. rehearsals
28. ambitiously
29. consistently
30. interrupt
31. It took a long time for the speaker to get to the point. (option 3)
32. through
33. “I live in the suburb of Kensington,” the boy said. “Where do you live?” (option 2)
34. had won
35. Lee’s mother told her to tidy her room. (option 1)
36. therefore
37. will have
38. The film 10 Things I Hate About You is based on Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. (option 1)
39. the an the
40. would have
41. to
42. not
43. After parents (option 1)
44. least friendly
45. one million
46. The State Governor officially opened the building.
47. the men who visited.
48. explain the unfamiliar term alehouse keepers.
49. emphasize the activities of the coffee houses.

50. The teacher drew our attention to the diagram. (option 1)

51. a verb into a noun.

52. The club, of which Felipe was the president, voted to train on Wednesdays. (option 3)

53. Barack Obama won the Nobel Peace Prize for strengthening international diplomacy. (option 3)

54. adjective

55. The delegation from a Chinese company visited the mine in a remote locality.

56. Mrs Brown is eighty years old and still wears high-heeled shoes. (option 4)

57. Companies’ (option 4)